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in the same evening! To unite two such opposites in one
person may be possible, but not in one like Rachel. Had
Nature intended her for an amusing Maruiette^ she would not
have given the attributes of the panting, trembling, passion-
laden Greek queen; the noble, severe brow, the deep eye, the
lip paled by emotion and fevered by the utterance of tragic
anathemas, curled at times by scorn, but never parted by the
light laugh. The sceptre, the crown, the dagger, the pallium
and the royal mantle, can never be advantageously replaced
by the bundle of keys, the scissors, the short-gown and petti-
coat, the smart cap and natty apron.
In the early part of July Mademoiselle Rachel left for
Brussels- The six performances she gave there amounted to
40,000 francs, averaging 6666 francs each. The seats were
all taken beforehand for the whole time of her stay, and the
enthusiasm she created was no less warm than on former oc-
casions. At Lille she played four times, each performance
averaging 5000 francs, divided equally between the actress
and the management.
It was not until the 28th of December that Mademoiselle
Rachel made her rentree in Paris. She played on the boards
of the Grand Opera for the first time. The occasion was the
benefit of Desmousseaux, an actor of the Theatre Francois.
CHAPTER XV.
1845.
Reconciliation, with the Public.—Classicists and Romanticists.—" Vir-
ginie."—" Oreste."
from the beginning of the year 1840 to the beginning of
1845, Mademoiselle Rachel, notwithstanding her great success
abroad and in the Departments, had had much to contend
with at home—home, that is, the home of the artiste—Paris.
Some of the grounds for this have been already given; another
important one remains to be explained. Mademoiselle Ra,chel
was the organ of the Classicists, their support, their only hope.
She was, therefore, warmly sustained by them. On the other
hand, the partisans of the Romantic school, those who had de-

